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Port Stephens Yacht Club

Ridgeway Ave, Soldiers Point 2317

The awesome foursome putting on weight for the Jack Hollman Trophy
The Seagull has the story below.

Commodore’s Report
Well that twelve (12) months flew by! Now it’s time to reflect on the year passed and for that I went back
to my very first Commodore’s report for the Bilge in November 2020, which highlighted the following
challengers facing PSYC, namely:
1. Covid – 19 Health Regulations
a. Impacted PSYC operation’s during last year, the actions of your board and club members
ensured we maintained our sailing program and the club operations within the rules, which
at times varied weekly if not daily. Thank you to all for your dedication & attention to detail
ensuring PSYC, members & visitors remained safe during this time.
2. Profitability and Provision of Services to members.
a. Your board prepared a “P&L Budget” based upon historical data and this review generated
the following actions.
i. Membership Fees – where increased effective from the 1st September.
ii. Mooring Fees and Charges – no change rates competitive in market.
iii. Bar Income & Expenses – prices were increased.
iv. Sub-Leasing of club space – on hold due to Covid complications.
b. Audited Results PSYC
i. W Morley & Co Pty Ltd (Nelson Bay) & Partners have audited PSYC results at the 30 th
June 2021 confirming that they fairly represent the financial position of PSYC, items
to be noted:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Income increased by 26%.
Gross profit increased by 33%.
Operating expenses increased by 6%.
Net profit improved from a loss of $5246 in 19/20 to a profit of $15,366 in 20/21.
Balance Sheet - total assets increased 20% which included $57,703 in fixed term
deposits at bank.
th
c. Post 30 June 2021, the PSYC operations where again impacted by Covid shutdown from August
2021, however your board via the Treasurer applied & secured NSW Government grants totally
$27,000 as Covid related offsets to operations.
3. Membership
a. Complete upgrade of how PSYC handled its membership, with the take up of Australian Sailing
provided Revsport programme, we moved from multiple spreadsheets to a databased system for
managing membership status, issuing invoices and e-mail communication.
b. New membership initiatives for all ages, with a focus on diversity (female participation) in our club
and the sport of sailing. Sub-Committee’s actioned, She Sails (Australia Sailing) events, Women’s
Series, training, Soak Up Sundays and Women’s Helm to name a few.
4. Leasing Premises
a. Your board and in particular the Rear Commodore secured a new lease commencing from 1st July
2021 for five (5) years plus an additional five (5) year option. The terms of the lease are
commercially competitive today with rent increases based upon CPI, building maintenance
responsibilities were also defined clearly through this process with PSC.
5. Sailing
a. Handicapping system upgraded to “Top Yacht” successfully.
b. PSYC is ready with Sail Pass to implement Australian Sailing Rule 46 as of 1st January 2022.
Change become the norm last year and that extended to Board Members with several resigning during the last
twelve months, thank you for your service over the years to PSYC. The organisational chart (for want of a better
name) detailed the flattening structure of our nine (9) member board, new responsibilities were allocated, and subcommittees formed to take on the myriad of tasks and jobs required to keep PSYC functioning month by month. I’m
continually amazed at the depth of skills demonstrated by our members and their willingness to step-up and help be
it an IT issue, working bee, training, social event, RSA, or Covid Marshal, it doesn’t matter and thus I extend a
thankyou on behalf of all PSYC membership to our volunteers no matter what the role, you are amazing.
A special mention to Director - Steve Plante who has been a PSYC board member for five (5) years, he has now stood
down at the recent AGM. Taking on the communications role within PSYC last year was a big challenge but true to
Steve’s nature he got stuck in and sorted it out with the assistance of some very skilful members, thanks for your
service.
At the time of writing this report the nominations for PSYC Board Members have closed, with the current board
(excluding Steve) confirming they would accept nominations, there has been four (4) nominations for the position of
Director (three required) which will be dealt with by members voting at the AGM Friday 3rd December. At this stage
there no nominations for the position of Treasurer (your Commodore has been looking after this role recently)
however I have had a meeting with a new PSYC member who has 40 years accounting experience, semi-retired, a
keen sailor of many years and looking to fill this role after the AGM.
Thanks to members supporting my term (last year) as your Commodore, I’m looking forward to expanding on our
achievements of the past year and growing PSYC into the future!
Happy Sailing for the 21/22 season, hopefully it will be great fun!
Michael Kirby, Commodore
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Vice Commodore’s Report
As our Spring season finished on Saturday 28th November with hopefully the final dose of not so nice
weather resulting in an ABN for the last race. Given the season, I guess that’s a fitting end.
On a more positive note, we were able to hold the annual Jack Hollman to Shoal Bay race and our annual
presentation event in fine fashion, music, food, and a full house to celebrate the last seasons results. Look
out for the incriminating photographs. Congratulations to all the boats and crews for an unusual and yet
successful season, and to acknowledge all the effort put in running the programmes over the season and
for the volunteers that made the presentation event such a success.
Wednesday 1 December kicks off the new Summer season with a full programme of sailing. The
Programme, Notice of Races and Sailing Instruction are up on the web for your viewing and keeping fingers
crossed that all is going to go well. Things in the Summer season are:
Our usual Pointscore, plus the Womens Helm, Marineoutlet.com.au Womens series, along with an
increased focus on offshore races, and cruises, Commodores Trophy, and the Teams regatta. Plus our
Wednesday evening series kicks off, and our Australia Day and New Year’s Day cruises.
The Wednesday Evening Summer Series trial is modelled on the format being run by most clubs around
Australia and will include:
— 6:00pm start at Club start line for a 5nm or 1 hour course – no extras likely single division.
— Moor at Soldiers Point Marina or moorings (cleared with Marina for a couple of hours mooring
unattended, Call Darrell on 49827445 for instructions)
— 7:30 Catering for dinner (external caterer) and presentations at Club
— 8:30 finish
It’s a trial so hope you can get out there and give it a go, including feedback.
Happy sailing, stay away from the hard bits and hopefully see you out there on the water soon.
Rick Pacey, Vice Commodore

Exciting news PSYC has entered a team, one of 8, invited to complete at the inaugural HUNTER SAILING
LEAGUE at NCYC. The two day event will be a first for sailing in the Hunter – bringing teams together to contest
on a level playing field in a competitive, fun, and spectator friendly event. Aiming to build relationships and help
foster each club’s events by promoting club representation at each other’s events.
There will be fourteen two-lap windward/leeward races over the weekend of approximately 20 minutes each.
Participating club’s members are encouraged to be part of the action from the balcony at Honeysuckle Hotel.
Racing each day commences at 11am.
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Captains Corner
All I’ve got to say is: Upside Down is NOT FAST….!!!
Rossco MacDonald, Club Captain

Membership Matters and Sail Pass
An information night was held on Friday 19th November to give members an understanding of the Sail Pass
system. The benefits it provides to clubs and how it is being implemented at PSYC so skippers can meet
the changes to Rule 46 that come into effect on 1 January 2022.
All in all, the dozen attendees came away from the presentation feeling much more confident about
informing new sailors how to gain a Sail Pass. A laminated QR code which provides quick and easy access
to the Sail Pass webpage was provided to all skippers on the night. This is a useful tool to have on the boat
for any last minute crew additions who need to book a sail pass.
Since the Info night I have found out that refunds can be done through the system. However, to avoid
chewing up volunteer time it is recommended that you book your sail pass on the day when you know you
will definitely be sailing (after the Gale Warning has been lifted and enough boats are starting!). However
from time to time life happens and someone may need a refund. In such a case please contact me directly.
Members are now also able to log in and change the dates of their booked Sail Pass, but this needs to be
done before the booked day.
There will be further information added to the PSYC website including uploading the presentation for
anyone who missed it. Any skippers who would like a laminated Sail Pass QR code may pick one up at the
Club. If anyone has any problems booking a Sail Pass before heading out racing please give me a call so I
can provide assistance.
I encourage everyone who is sailing to adopt Rule 46 from now and ensure all their crew are current
financial members or book a sail pass for each race. I will soon be sending out emails to all skippers to let
them know of any known regular crew who have not yet paid their membership fees.
Peta Oliver, Membership Officer

RSAs wanted!!
If you have your RSA or would be willing to do the course (only a couple of hours online)
we would love to hear from you. PSYC is fortunate to have so many volunteers however
with planning forward for more social functions we are looking to have more join the RSA
Bar Team.
It’s fun, a great way to meet members and be part of the lifeblood of the Club!
Call or email Peta - 0435 206 650 or director1@psyc.com.au
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Volunteers
What an amazing turnout we had on Sunday 28th November. Sixteen members came to toil and clean and
tidy and put up the Christmas decorations! It was a hive of activity! A huge thank you to a certain member
who tackled the worst job – cleaning the oven!
Thank you to everyone who came along and pitched in to keep our Club in good repair. Whether it was for
1 hour or 3 hours it all makes a tremendous difference.
I am hoping to hold another short working bee to clean the windows before the Christmas party. If we can
have 6 people come along to assist with that it will be done in no time.
Coming Up
There are several things in the works and many of which have already started so any assistance that you
can offer will be appreciated.
We are seeking a number of members to help with the following:
1. Researching and compiling the Club history. It would be great to have one or two more people to
assist with pulling out highlights from past newsletters.
2. Document design skills to put the history into a booklet for printing for the 50 th Anniversary
3. Video editing.
4. Cleaning out and organising the storage sheds.
5. Taking some good quality photos to use for promotional material.
6. Someone who can use MS Word and assist the Newsletter Editor when our regular Editor is on
holidays.
7. Anyone interested in increasing their racing knowledge? Looking for persons interested in learning
about selecting courses, setting up on water starts and mark setting.
8. A few more RSAs to join the team. Now the social event schedule is ramping up we want to look
after the team and keep the load spread.
Please contact Peta Oliver 0435 206 650 or director1@psyc.com.au if you are able to assist with any of the
above. Much can be done in your own time or can be arranged for a time that is suitable to volunteers
involved.
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Women on the Water
Our first group of three Sunday Soak Up Sessions were completed on 21 November. Thanks to the very
generous support of Clive and Rossco as trainers, and the owners/crew of Two Way Street, Colorado,
Raptor, Kaos and Jia, the sessions were a great success!
In total we had 10 students participate in the programme and have so far
gained at least two new crew members for the club. Across the three
sessions our students learnt
about the parts of boats, sails
and rigging, forces, points of
sail, sail trimming, tacking,
gybing, and steering a course.
They also learned how to flake
a sail, pack a spinnaker and tie the most commonly used knots,
so will make very useful crew members for our boat owners!
We have now scheduled four more sessions for the summer
season, on 16/01, 30/01, 06/02 and 20/02, so if you are
interested in joining us, get in touch with me at SheSails@psyc.com.au, or 0400 193 461.
Hawaiian Heart Women’s Helm Series
Our first race of the two race Women’s Helm series was held last Sunday. We had 6 starters but
unfortunately due to the rough conditions of the 20kn SE against the outgoing tide (over 2m tide height!)
one boat made a wise decision and retired on the leg to WC. Congratulations to Jenn Hills helming Kaos,
who not only won the race but won the Starters Prize too! All boats finished within 25min on elapsed
time! Well done ladies! Thanks to Judy who gave up her Sunday to take charge of the volunteers on the
start line. And especially thanks to the boat owners who lined up for another race day, handed over the
helm and put on their coaching hats! Without you this series would not be possible.
We would also like to welcome a new sponsor to the series – Hawaiian Heart
Massage Therapy of Nelson Bay with a $30 voucher for first prize in each race!
The second race in this series on 13th March to align with International Women’s
Day. If you haven’t secured a helm yet and would like to, please reach out to me
via email or phone, same contact details as above.
We are also seeking expressions of interest from anyone who would like to attend the Development
Regatta at NCYC held on the first weekend of March. This regatta is more about learning and having fun on
the water than racing. It would be great to see representation from PSYC - perhaps a couple of teams
attend and benefit from the coaching provided during this regatta.
Women’s Helm Results
If you would like more info on this please contact Peta Oliver.
Happy Sailing! Deb Wellwood

Entrants

Results

KAOS

1

RAPTOR

2

SHE'S THE ONE

3

ELUSIVE

4

COLORADO

5

TWO WAY STREET
DNF
Result times are on the PSYC website
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Jack Hollman Trophy
Eventual winner of the Jack Hollman
Trophy was the trimaran Chilli, skippered
by David Simm and crewed by Corey
Barwood. They sailed well in the stiff
breeze and even stopped to assist “Crazy
Little Thing” when it capsized.

David and Cory are in their red Chilli T-Shirts

Solanda Dismasted.
It was a particularly busy day out in the Jack Hollman trophy
race. Of the small boats, only the brave Hood 23 Heron
skippered by Joe Jory with old Hoodies aboard as ballast
made it around successfully. One that did not make it was
Peter Ballard’s Santana 22, Solanda. Here is the story.

The Jack Hollman day was no different except outgoing tide
and maybe gusting more than 25 kts up at Fly Point. We were
handling the conditions ok with a number 2 and a reefed
main. Normal rig in that breeze, but then off Fly Point in the
middle of the tide channel, a "big bang" occurred!!! The spreaders broke into two and the mast fell to port,
dislodging from the step.
Lucky we were clear of any potential injury except maybe my pride in my little boat.
The mast rig was easily pulled on board by the crew, it being in two
parts but in a hell of mess. Making sure nothing would foul the prop,
we motored into the public wharf and untangled, disconnected all
fittings. I then called for more fuel, delivered by my wife. We
eventually got back to the mooring about 6pm. It is the 1st time in
16 years I have missed the Jack Hollman festivities at the club.
The inner shroud broke at the deck fitting causing pressure on the
mast at the spreaders where it broke. The standing rigging was
replaced in August 2017 well within the insurance limitations. Now
for the negotiations.
I must thank my crew on that day, being Barry Kalousek and Stuart
Manley for no panic and prompt action.
Peter Ballard.
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Jack Hollman Continued
Our Crazy Little Day
One sunny day there was a little boat on its third adventure in Port Stephens.
’It’s not that windy’ they said .
‘But there’s whitecaps!!”
’It's just ripple - wind against tide’
‘Don't be worried’
‘OK’ I said.
So in the smallest boat in the fleet, off we set into the
sunshine feeling optimistic.
My internal pep-talk went like this:
‘I have faith in my team members
Calm your nerves and enjoy the ride
Want to see that kite up and feel the rush
SO let's GOOOOOO!!!’
Anyway… it was hard work. Are we there yet??
Lots of stomach crunching (hiking). Poor muscles didn't know what was happening...
Fast forward to fly Point...
The ripples are a big now... about 1.5m but woohoo!! We are enjoying this, right! Soaking wet and fancy
free.
Oh, and here come the 3m waves! In fact, as the story gets told more often, it becomes 3.5 m waves but
that's just a detail - no need to ruin the story.
The little boat tacked and took a wave side on ...was that 15 m?
Well, oops-a-daisy, we are over. (And I mean right over!)
‘Hey guys! Guys?? Where are you?
Guys?’
There goes the mast deep into the water, the mainsail pushed deeper by the tide.
OK. THIS is happening.
I'm right up high on the side of the boat inwardly crowing about my excellent stomach and core strength.
But it gets lonely here, so I slide into the water and notice Rossco as he becomes cocooned in the bubble
under the boat. It’s all in slow motion.
We all emerge, sunnies faithfully intact, but sliding towards the heads. Nothing to see here...
Rossco: ‘Yeah, we're going to stand on the Keel and right it’
‘OK’
Nothing happens ...
Clive is hanging off the back holding onto the Rudder thinking... we might need this... and what the hell
happened to the locking pin on this awkward thing?
No problem, we will just add that to the list.
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Anyway, time goes by ...Marine Rescue doesn't show but thankfully the lovely Chilli, Jia and Catatonic
hover about to make sure we are ok.
This is quite a relief because the current is really rushing out... by the way did I mention the tide was going
from 1.96m down to 0.17m? (Just a little detail to add to the drama.) Anyway, let's just say the water was
lovely and warm and the sun was shining so we're all having a good time ...I think.
Meanwhile, Clive is struggling on the back holding on to the rudder and the waves are crashing over his
head so I thought it might be nice to take said rudder and let Clive climb up.
Next thing we know Clive’s considerable muscle has assisted with the righting of the boat… We just needed
that little bit of extra weight...!
Interestingly enough, the action of righting the boat is worse than actually capsizing the boat. Rossco, the
rudder and I found ourselves floating away with the tide while Clive had the good sense to get back
onboard.
A rope found its way into my hand. Conveniently it was attached to the boat. Well! Something has gone
right! Rossco, the rudder and I make our way back to the boat. I say this because now the boat is heading
for Jimmys Beach with sails fully cleated on. Clive is only just on the transom... I'm getting towed along at
10 knots, rope in one hand, ungainly rudder in the other. I'm amused and alarmed at the same time
because I'm recalling an action scene out of the James bond movie Octopussy.
Fast forward past this bizarre awkwardness and we are all back on the boat.
It’s a ‘No’ to rounding the Shoal Bay Mark at this point because it looks like more fun to head home ….and
what a fun ride that was, and I thought surfing was great.
I'm shivering. and dreaming about the day when we can get the spinnaker up and enjoy it properly. I'm
also wondering if I'm in shock or if I will cry unexpectedly at the club!...
We all suffered a little bit of water log and a few bruises but we're all ok. It's all in a day’s sail, no dramas
just a lot of fun. (so they say).
Regards, Melissa Radcliffe

Viper 640 right way up!
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The Club 50 Years Ago (Next Year)
Well folks it’s official. The 50th celebration is off until next year. Although the formation of a yacht club
was mooted in December 1971, formal adoption did not start until March 25 th 1972. This means we can
still honour the event and avoid all the uncertainty of any more Covid restrictions etc.
The Club is indebted to the work for the huge amount of work has been expended by Robin Foley who
volunteered to update the Club’s 50-year history. Because there are no early records, Robin has had to sift
through dozens of the Newsletters of the club. Her research has revealed that for the first twenty years
the club has celebrated its birthday in March each year based on a formation of the Club in 1972
Although a relatively new member, Robin is probably now the most well informed, but still she has not
finished. Can anyone help with layout and publishing?
Interestingly it seems that in 1966 Max Berman first germinated the idea if a yacht Club at his house at 39
Sinclair Street East Maitland, sitting before a fire chatting with Gordon Burgess. Both had boats in the
Soldiers Point West Beach moorings. “There had been some talk in official circles of a bridge across to
Middle Island and the North Shore so we thought it would be an advantage to form a Yacht Club so that
boat owners would have a collective voice to stop any low-level bridge stopping yachts getting through
with their masts”.
In 1971, at the Myall Lakes in the Christmas period, the Berman’s, Gordon Burgess and Emily & Heinz
Bremberger sat in the cockpit of “NAARI”. Max Berman brought up the idea of the Yacht Club and this
time they really meant to make it a reality (by this time the dinghy club had folded).
Robin found the following in in the March 1990 Quadrant, advertising the forthcoming 18 th Birthday.
QUOTE: The Squadron was founded as the Soldiers Point Yacht Club at a meeting in Maitland at the home
of May and Edna Berman on 25th March 1972. Of the eleven people present ten joined and elected Max as
their first Commodore. Of these ten seven are still members and Max having died while still a committee
member.”

From the February 1975 "Quadrant" (the quarterly newsletter for the Soldiers Point Yacht Club) by
Commodore Geoff Mehan :
“Yachting has the remarkable ability to unite people with otherwise differing ways of life, interests, and
financial backgrounds. Whether this unity is the product of a common conversation topic of endless
avenues or an infinite patience born of days chasing fickle breezes, is of little consequence; the important
thing is that this uniting factor exists and shows itself in many ways from the assistance which is always
forthcoming for any type of vessel in distress to the successful organisation of a BBQ in Fame Cove to cater
for 70 people from 40 odd boats. 1975 will be a year of big decisions for the SPYC and to ensure continuity
of its existence it is important that members have confidence not only in their own ability but also that of
others, to overcome perhaps seemingly insurmountable obstacles. We have strength, let’s put it to good
use.”

Folks, there is much more to relate, we just have to print a booklet. So HELP!
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Seagull Droppings
Wow what an exciting event the Jack Hollman Trophy race was this year. Start, round
Manton Bank marker to the Shoal Bay and return the same way; that should be easy,
well almost! With winds gusting to thirty knots it was a big boat day.
“Solanda” got to half way along to Shoaly and a loud crack heralded the fall of the mast; fortunately falling away
from all crew members. Then at the same time, “Crazy Little Thing” was hit by a gust North of Little Beach/Fly point
and capsized, completely upside down. Requests for vessels to assist were issued by Marine Rescue, there was
confusion of which boat was where needing help. The police boat patrolling Shoal Bay, did not attend! It was up to
our intrepid crews to save themselves, and this they did. (Chilly, Jia, and Catatonic stud off to assist).
The three division 2 boats remaining, Heron, Jia and Yulunga battled it out for last position, except Yulunga sailing
wing on wing followed Catatonic and went the wrong side of Manton Bank going back and therefore failed to finish!!
Credit however must go to the superior OLD HOODIES on “Heron”. How did they do it? How did Joe Jory and his
crew keep that little 23 foot Hood upright and streaming along in the rough conditions? I just found out the answer.
I could see only three people aboard and I guessed there was more than 100 years of yachting experience: They
knew how to sail and they knew where the currents ran. But there’s more: Gavin Wormsley was there, unseen!
Gavin did not see much of the race for the reason he was sent forward below decks to counter balance Tony
Williams and Frank Mosely and add ballast amidships. Thus I reckon the combined yachting experienced of the
yacht that day could have exceeded 150 years!! Folks, don’t ever underestimate the Old-Salts!!!!!
Ps Joe is going to sack Gavin ‘cause he refused the boys any refreshment until after Shoal Bay!

Beware of leaving your yacht on the club mooring. Jia
with a draft of 1.7 M resting on the bottom waiting for
engine repairs.

Looking for members who are
interested in learning more about racing?
Learn how to lay marks
Conduct race starts
Set start and finish lines

Contact Rossco by email: club.captain@psyc.com.au
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White Ribbon Awareness 20/11/2021
Welcome & thank you for supporting this 7th or 8th Annual White Ribbon Awareness Day atPSYC.
White Ribbon as most of you will know is all about strengthening or changing men’s attitudes and
behaviour towards women … specifically to prevent men’s violence againstwomen, but really to
persuade all men to Stand Up, Speak Out and Act … to call out attitudes and behaviour exhibited by
anyone, that might show disrespect, misogyny, bullying, abuse, anti-social behaviour of any kind
towards women.
We are coming out of a long period of social isolation for many of
us. Family, friends, neighbours, work colleagues and playmates,
that we haven’t perhaps seen or interacted with for almost 2
years now. What’s remarkable is that over that time, with less
social interaction we might have seen a positive improvement in
the statistics of men’s violence against women. Sadly, this has not
been the case. Globally, and in two decades prior to theCOVID
pandemic, 1 in 3 women between the ages of 15 and 50 have
experienced sexual or physical abuse from an intimate partner.
That statistic has remained static. No positive change.
From January 2020, reported incidents of domestic and family abuse have intensified. Helplines have run
hot, shelters, safehouses, all social housing for that matter, is full to overflowing and of course
government funding for those sorts of services has been dramatically cut. Millions of dollars pledged, but
little spent!
There are lots of surface reasons that bear mentioning just so you’re aware: repeated public
movement restrictions of the past 2 years; victims often isolated at home with perpetrators;
increased incidents of alcohol and drug abuse triggering violent behaviour; people out of work;
increased security, health and money worries. And very scary, every time we think we’re celebrating
something that’s supposed create a positive social atmosphere, maybe even fun, like Melbourne Cup
Day, NRL and AFL Grand Final games,even elections there’s a dramatic spike in abuse. Go figure! It
sure doesn’t take much.
Further, the ‘Me Too’ movement has not weakened and disappeared like many social issues often do
with time or a short news cycle and repeated weekly stories coming out of our sporting codes, our
parliaments and here in our local community too, have kept it alive. In fact, it’s flourishing. With people
like our current and former Australians of the Year, Grace Tame, Rosie Batty, David Morrison and
Suzanne Packer, and others like Brittany Higgins and Saxon Mullins, have continued to stand up and
speak out.
Women are angry! They’ve had enough! They are standing up and speaking out, and they won’t stop
until there is change. We have to listen and act! And that’s why we are here again this year.
So, my purpose, and the reason we hold this annual event, is to remind us all that there’sanother
pandemic going on out there. Call it the shadow pandemic. And unfortunately, there’s no vaccine for it.
So be aware and if you see or hear signs of abuse call it out or tell someone, police, friends, neighbours
reach out to victims to let them know that you know that they’re not alone. We still have a lot of work to
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do. Finally, I want to leave you with a new skill that might help; you may never see this … and I hope you
don’t but if you do, it could be vitally important.
There’s a universal sign that a victim of anything, whether it’s abuse, kidnapping, injury, even: “I need
help but I can’t speak out loud to you”. If you see anyone do this, tell someone quickly. Practice it yourself.
Hold up your hand (either one), palm out, with your
thumb folded into your palm,and then trap it in your
palm with the other fingers. If you see someone do
this, through a window, in a car, on a zoom call,
recognize it and do something. It won’t necessarily
save the day, it’s another tool that someone can use to
get help.

Thank you Port Stephens Yacht Club, for your
dedicated and ongoing support.
Roger Yeo.

HISTORY OF PSYC
PSYC is seeking members who are interested in supporting their Club by
being part of a team recording the Club’s history
Needing people who can spare even a couple of hours a week to
Research information from local publications
Record the history behind the burgees and boat photos that are
displayed in the Club
Design the layout of a small publication on the Club’s history
Edit video interviews

Come and be a part of the history by helping make the
50th Anniversary Celebrations a huge success!
Email Peta Oliver to get involved - director1@psyc.com.au
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SYDNEY to HOBART Hopes Dashed?
ROGUE WAVE - DISMASTED!!!
Kevin Le Poidevin’s Rogue Wave was DISMASTED at its mooring at Little Salamander Bay during our last storm. Kevin
had been working on the shrouds and had not finished securing the rig before the storms hit the anchorage, bringing
down the mast. This could wreck the dream to compete in the Sydney Hobart Yacht race, but Kevin reckons he can
repair his mast as parts are enroute from the US, UK and Sweden..….just in time for a qualifying passage and
shakedown to compete in this year’s Double Handed Division. Let’s hope they get there!
Kevin and his long time sailing mate from South
Australia, Darrell Greig are digging deep supporting
their Air Force aviator mate Nathan ‘Bullet’ Draper,
who in 2019 was diagnosed with glioblastoma
multiforme (GBM), the most aggressive type of cancer
that begins within the brain. Kevin clearly recalls the
day he heard the heartbreaking news. “I just couldn’t
comprehend why Nathan. He is young, fit, and healthy
and an absolute ball of energy. In 2015 we were both
posted to the United States on the F-35 Lightning fastjet program. Nathan’s outstanding contribution was
pivotal to the successful introduction of Australia’s F-35
aircraft. Every time you see or hear an F-35 aircraft, remember as you watch in awe to thank your mate Bullet”.
Kevin had just returned from his US posting where his wife Narrelle had been volunteering with the local ladies at
Yarn Crafters crocheting hundreds of soft wool beanies for cancer patients and children in need. Little did they know
their mate Bullet would soon require beanie support. “During his amazing journey through post-op recovery, Kev
asked Bullet if he would like him to raise awareness and funds for his preferred charity through my sailing. Nathan
told me of the great work by Brain Tumour Alliance Australia in not only supporting the patients, but also the family,
care-givers and loved ones.
After looking through the BTAA website and the members’ personal stories, Kevin knew this was an organisation
that cares.

Quote from Nathan “Bullet” Draper
Cancer provokes many questions especially an insidious type, as I have. While it was not immediate, and I had no
special ‘moment’ happen, I did come to terms with the situation. I just thought that I owed it to my family first, but
also the many people who came forward in support of my situation to get up every day and face whatever challenge
happened on any given day. Being able to walk again was the first of many. Getting to Radiation therapy a month
after surgery, 12 months of chemotherapy, and then back to work again. All the while I had the support of two
amazing organisations in helping me, and they were BTAA and Soldier On, both in Canberra. And I cannot forget also
my employer, the Air Force.
Being able to get with people who are dealing with the stuff that you are dealing with is comforting in a strange way.
I never saw myself as a group type person. I also never saw myself being sick either. When sitting in hospital,
oncology, or palliative care waiting rooms, I recall looking around thinking these are not my people. I am a
motorcyclist, an avid cyclist, I like the outdoors, they are my people. But it was different with the local group at BTAA,
in them I also found a group of normal people affected in different ways by Brain Cancer or Tumours. And this I have
learnt as well, those people in the waiting rooms are just like you and I, we have just been dealt with a different hand
to play.
I also cannot speak highly enough of my local Soldier On team. I attended and still do attend activities with them.
While undergoing chemotherapy it was nice to go for a fortnightly walk when I could get out of the house and just be
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with nice people. They are very supportive no matter what your Defence background and do so much unnoticed work
for serving military families and the Veterans community at large.
I am beyond happy; and am very lucky to be given a couple of more years to embrace what each day brings. I don’t
consider that I have a lot to complain about, even though I am in the situation that I am. I am really proud to have
mates who even think about doing this type of stuff and involve me and the wider brain cancer community. A big
thanks to Kev and Daz who was on my apprentice intake when we joined, for helping out! “
Nathan confronts his brain cancer by expressing his thoughts, trials, and feelings through his ‘warts and all’ public
journal called The Tumour Trip. Follow the link to read Nathan’s confronting, but also educational story.

DONATE NOW
Brain Tumour Alliance Australia (BTAA)
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/kev-n-daz-2021-sydney-hobart-roguewave-for-bullet
Soldier On
https://fundraise.soldieron.org.au/fundraisers/kevinlepoidevin/racing-for-ourmates

From our 2019 RSHYR just after we secured lines and tossed a carton of beer……..apparently I wasn’t interested in
securing lines lol. I still have the PSYC Burgee we flew with details written on it. Kev

Breaking News
Rogue Wave is back in the big race. Kevin Le Poidevin helped by Roger Yeo
has got the parts and re installed the mast at d'Albora marina just in time.
Follow Rogue Wave in the 2021 Rolex Sydney Hobart Yacht Race (RSHYR)
at https://www.rolexsydneyhobart.com/tracker/
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And the Tall Timbers band played on . . .

Thanks to Peter Symes
and the Tall Timbers for
coming to play live music
for us all on the night!

Club Member of the Year – Peta Oliver

Bar Managers Award – Wendy Mountford
Encouragement Award – Deb Wellwood,
accepted on her behalf by Deb’s husband Tim

Andrew Parsons of Gift Horse was also awarded
Alternate Inshore - - 3rd
Winter Pointscore Div 2 – 1st
Christmas Series – 1st
Winter Afternoons – 2nd
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Andrew Parson
receiving the
Christopher
Columbus Trophy
and the Starters
receiving their
trophy in
appreciation of
doing race starts
and finishes
every week, come
rain, hail or shine!
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Many thanks to Stuart Manley for the great photos!

Thank you to the RSAs who kept us well hydrated on the night – Tony, Wendy, Alex and Andrew (not pictured)

Congratulations to Donna –
winner of the lucky door
prize

Smiling faces all round!
Vice Commodore Rick Pacy
and Commodore Michael
Kirby present Friends helm
Peter Symes and crew Tom
Szabo and Terry Wilkinson
with the Wounded Rock
Award. Also
Autumn Afternoon -2nd,
Summer Afternoon – 3rd,
Winter Afternoon – 1st,
Winter Sternchaser - 3rd
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Ken Peachey of Una Vita accolades:
Offshore Island Series – 1st
Summer Pointscore Div1 – 1st
Marathon Race Div 1 – 3rd
Christmas Series – 2nd
Sprint Series – 2nd
Commodore’s Trophy – 3rd

51st Project Awarded:
MarineOutlet.com.au Womens Summer Series Div 1 – 2nd
Coastal Cruising Award
Sprint Series – 3rd

Jack Miaskowski of Eusemere awarded:
Club Championship Div 1 - 1st
Spring Pointscore Div 1 – 1st
Max and Edna Berman Trophy Div 1 – 1st
Offshore Island – 3rd
Teams Regatta – 3rd

Michael Kirby pictured with crew Neil
McKay, Hugh Mountford and John
Payne awarded:
Commodore’s Trophy – 1st
Autumn Afternoons – 1st
Summer Afternoons – 1st
Winter Sternchaser Div 1 - - 1st
Sprint Series – 1st
Spring Afternoons – 2nd
Winter Pointscore Div1 - 2nd
Spring Pointscore Div 1 – 3rd
Winter Afternoons – 3rd
Christmas Series – 3rd
Club Championship Div 1 – 3rd
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Clive Jones of Cool Runnings awarded:

Summer Pointscore Div 1 – 3rd
MarineOutlet.com.au Women’s Summer Series – 1st

Frank Morsely accepting 2nd place on behalf of Heron
skipper Joe Jory.

Richard Kerr of Raptor awarded
Marathon Race – 2nd
Teams Regatta – 2nd

Rick Pacey of Elusive awarded
Commodores Trophy – 2nd
Teams Regatta – 3rd

DIVISION TWO
Solanda skipper and crew Peter Ballard, Doug
Wheen, Barry Koulasek awarded
Club Championship Div 2 – 1st
Summer Pointscore Div 2 – 1st
Max and Edna Berman Trophy Div 2 – 3rd
Spring Afternoons – 2nd
Spring Pointscore Div 2 - 3rd
Also recognised for their significant volunteer
contributions to repairing the starters caravan along
with Bill Haskell.
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Yulunga skipper and crew John Grainger, Rob
Buchanan, Riko Eguchi, John Cooper awarded
Autumn Afternoons – 1st; Spring Afternoons - 1st
Spring/Summer Sternchaser Div 2 – 3rd
MarineOutlet.com.au Women’s Summer Series – 2nd
Alternate Inshore – 1st; Winter Sterncahser Div 2 – 3rd

Kaos skippers Ross MacDonald and Peta
Oliver with daughter Caitlin MacDonald
awarded
Max and Edna Berman Trophy Div 2 – 1st
Marathon Race – 1st
Offshore Island Series – 2nd
Jack Hollman Trophy – 3rd
Spring Pointscore Div 2 – 2nd
Summer Pointscore Div 2 2nd
MarineOutlet.com.au Women’s Sumer
Series Div 2 – 3rd

Jia skipper Chris Bebb awarded
Spring Pointscore Div 2 – 1st
Club Championship Div 2 – 3rd
Teams Regatta – 2nd
Max and Edna Berman Trophy Div 2 – 2nd
Autumn Afternoons – 2nd
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Two Way Street skipper John Humphreys awarded
Winter Sternchase Div 2 – 1st
Summer Afternoons – 1st
Club Championship Div 2 – 2nd
Winter Pointscore Div 2 – 2nd
Spring/Summer Sternchaser Div 2 – 2nd
Spring Afternoons – 3rd
Summer Pointscore Div 2- 3rd

For full list of results please see the link
below to the PSYC webpage:
PRESENTATION-RESULTS 2020-21

Yacht Register as at 9/12/21
Yacht Name
51st PROJECT
CHILLI
COLORADO
CRAZY LITTLE THING
ELUSIVE
EUSEMERE
EXALTE
FRIENDS
GIFT HORSE
HANINI BAY
HERON
JIA
KAOS
KARDINIA
LIBERTY
MADNESS
NEIGHBOURS HOOD
RAPTOR
RYTHYM
SERENADE
SHERE KHAN
SHE'S THE ONE
SMOKE & MIRRORS
SOLANDA
SUBZERO
TANGIER
THIEF of TIME
TWITCHER
TWO WAY STREET
UNA VITA
YULUNGA
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Name
Bell
Simm
Paradice
Jones
Pacey
Miaskowski
Tucker
Symes/Pacey
Parsons
Nederlof
Jory
Bebb
MacDonald
Bowen
Shepard
Croft
Jeggo
Kerr
Barnard
Manley
Kelly
Kirby
Rundle
Ballard
Stone
Cross
Ramsay
Plante
Humphreys
Peachey
Grainger

Surname
Julian
David
William
Clive
Rick
Jack
Craig
Peter/Rick
Andrew
John
Steven
Chris
Ross
Edward
Shep
Alan
Martyn
Richard
Ian
Stuart
Ross
Michael
David
Peter
Cherylle
Doug
David
Steve
John
Ken
John

Yacht Type
Beneteau First 50
Corsair 24
Hunter 39
Viper 640
Bavaria Match
Jeanneau 11
X-Yacht 332
Etchells
Beneteau 18
Passage 33
Hood 23
Swanson 32
Cole 32
Hood 23
Jeanneau Sun Odyssey
Gerry 14
Hood 23
Elliot 9.6
Adams 36
Adams 21
Flying Tiger
NSX 38
Enigma 34
Santana 22
Grainger CAT
Noelex 30
S80
Beneteau 35
Noelex 25
NorthShore 11.2
Spacesailer 27

Sail No.
7109
C750
H39
AUS183
6608
PS 207
5872
1049
PS18
4339
1348
259
SA59
3769
25
MH 126
6368
HKG7285
39
FT77N
5713
M7
649
PS75
73140
2725
4944
1000
MH 11
36
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Port Stephens Yacht Club - Board Members
Commodore

Michael Kirby

commodore@psyc.com.au

0423 792 829

Vice Commodore

Rick Pacey

vice.commodore@psyc.com.au

0417 544 230

Rear Commodore

David Simm

davidsimm2315@gmail.com

0412 682 167

Club Captain

Ross (Rossco) MacDonald

club.captain@psyc.com.au

0438 288 684

Honorary Treasurer

VACANT

Secretary

Penny Meakins

secretary@psyc.com.au

0416 357 357

Director

Clive Jones

director2@psyc.com.au

0414 491 977

Director

Peta Oliver

director1@psyc.com.au

0435 206 650

Director

Jan Payne

director3@psyc.com.au

0411 519 799

Other Committee Contacts
Newsletter Editor

John Grainger

gringojg@yahoo.com

0429 842 476

SheSails Representative

Cherylle Stone

cheryllest@bigpond.com

0407 984 113

SheSails Representative

Deb Wellwood

shesails@psyc.com.au

0400 193 461

SPONSORS
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